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Abstract - MapReduce is a data processing 
approach, where a single machine acts as a master, 
assigning map/reduce tasks to all the other 
machines attached in the cluster. Technically, it 
could be considered as a programming model, 
which is applied in generating, implementation and 
generating large data sets. The key concept behind 
MapReduce is that the programmer is required to 
state the current problem in two basic functions, 
map and reduce. The scalability is handles within 
the system, rather than being handled by the 
concerned programmer. By applying various 
restrictions on the applied programming style, 
MapReduce performs several moderated functions 
such fault tolerance, locality optimization, load 
balancing as well as massive parallelization. 
Intermediate k/v pairs are generated by the Map, 
and then fed o the reduce workers by the use of the 
incorporated file system. The data received by the 
reduce workers is then merged using the same key, 
to produce multiple output file to the concerned 
user (Dean & Ghemawat, 2008). Additionally, the 
programmer is only required to master and write 
the codes regarding the easy to understand 
functionality.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
In the recent past, there has been an increasing growth of 
data, due to the development of computer technology. The 
increase is posing a challenge to the scientists, on the use of 
the data. Data mining has been applied as the main method 
of handling big data. However, with the increased amount of 
data, data mining has been rendered out date, and there is 
the need for efficient parallel algorithms and 
implementation techniques, which could meet the scalability 
and performance requirements from such big data. To 
address the issue, there are various parallel algorithms, 
which has been developed. Among them is the MapReduce, 
which has varying capacity and usability capacities. It has 
been adopted and applied by huge IT companies such as 
Yahoo, Facebook, eBay among others. It gives the 
companies the efficiency of processing large amount of 
data, in a cost-effective manner.  
 
II. BENEFITS OF MAP REDUCE MODEL 
In the recent past, MapReduce has proved to be the most 
popular and capable computing paradigm for parallel, and 
batch style voluminous amount of data. It is applicable both 
in the industry and academic world. MapReduce achieves 
high performance by breaking large data in to small units, 
which could be processed concurrently across several nodes 
in the cluster. MapReduce applies the distributed file 
system, which divides the data in to several machines and 
then represented as key and value pairs. MapReduce applies 
reasonable speed by reducing the normal time by 30%, as 
compared to other techniques applied in data mining and 
processing. 
 
III. MAP REDUCE PROGRAMMING 
MODEL 
Considering its application, MapReduce is developed to be 
used by the developers, as compared to business people, 
since it is a programming model. Its core advantage is that it 
is able to control ‘Big Data’ in a timely manner. In the 
models, the computations involved are the application of the 
map operation on each of the logical records in the input, so 
that the intermediate key/value could be computed. The 
reduce operation is then applied to the entire values sharing 
the same key. This helps to appropriate combine the related 
data. Practically, the computation involves the setting of the 
input values off key/value pairs, and then producing a set of 
output in form of key/value pairs.  The steps involved in 
MapReduce are presented below: 
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The various applications such as graphic analysis, text 
analysis, machine learning, and transformation of data could 
not be easily implemented by the standard SQL, which 
applies the database management systems. In such cases, the 
applicable MapReduce model makes it easy to run the 
applications. The figure below shows the MapReduce 
architecture, which contains the mappers, combiners, 
partitions and reducers. The functions of each of these are 
presented below. 
 
 
  
Mappers: these are required in generation of arbitrary 
numbers for developing intermediate pairs  
 
Reducers: these are used in all the intermediate values, 
related to the similar intermediate key 
 
Partitioners: its main function is dividing the intermediate 
key space, after which they are assigned to the intermediate 
key-value pairs to the reducers 
 
Combiners: the combiners are considered to be an optional 
optimizers. it helps in the local aggregation of the ‘big data’ 
before the shuffling and sort phase could be undertaken. 
Additionally, combiners are applied in saving the bandwidth 
such as the word count program. 
Inferring from Wang, Zhu, Xiao, Wang & Jiang (2015), the 
MapReduce program is usually written in Java. However, 
they could also be coded using other languages such as C++, 
Python, Ruby as well as R. These programs are applied in 
processing data, which could be stored in various systems of 
files or databases.   
 
MapReduce Application Example 
A good example of application of MapReduce is the 
counting the numbers of occurrences of every word, in a 
large document collection. The problem could be 
represented in a MapReduce and the code written in the 
following problem of pseudo-codes.   
 
   map(String key, String value): 
// key: document name // value: 
document contents for each word w in 
value: 
EmitIntermediate(w, "1"); 
reduce(String key, Iterator values): 
// key: a word // values: a list of  counts 
int result = 0; for each v in values: 
result += ParseInt(v); Emit(AsString(result)); 
While the reduce function totals all counts emitted for a 
particular word, the map function produces every term in 
addition to a connected sum of incidences (only‘1’ in this 
easy illustration).  
 
Moreover, the operator inscribes a cypher to complete a 
mapreduce description item, with the titles of the 
contribution and productivity records, and noncompulsory 
modification constraints. Consequently, the handler then 
summons the function in question, handing it the 
requirement element. Fundamentally, the operator’s 
cryptograph is usually connected concurrently with the 
MapReduce archive (executed in C++). Appendage A 
covers the whole curriculum transcript for this case (Chen, 
Liu, Gallagher, Pailthorpe, Sadiq, Shen & Li, 2012). 
 
Forms of MapReduce 
Although the preceding quasi-cryptograph is scripted in 
forms of sequence inputs and outputs, theoretically these 
particular functions provided by the handler possess several 
related kinds: 
map (k1,v1) →list(k2,v2) reduce (k2,list(v2)) →list(v2) 
 
This simply infers that the input and output bases and 
quantities are extracted from dissimilar areas. Additionally, 
the keys and values located in the middle emerge from an 
identical field to that of the output denominations and keys 
(Dean & Ghemawat, 2010). 
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Normally, our C++ enactment casts cords within the 
operator-demarcated functions and passes it to the handler 
cypher to change between threads and suitable kinds. 
 
Further Instances 
Some easy samples of fascinating curriculums that could be 
simply conveyed as MapReduce calculations include:  
 
Dispensed Grep: Here, the map function tends to produce a 
line if it corresponds a distributed outline. In contrast, the 
reduce function denotes an exclusive function that simply 
duplicates the given transitional figures to the productivity. 
 
Tally of URL Admission Regularity: The map function 
manages records of net page appeals and yields hURL,1i. 
Conversely, the reduce function totals all capacities for the 
matching Uniform Resource Locator, abbreviated URL, and 
releases a hURL,total counti duo. 
 
Opposite Web-Link Chart: The map function productions 
htarget,sourcei couples for every connection to an objective 
URL located in a page titled cradle. Contrariwise, the reduce 
function concatenates the succession of all basis URLs 
linked to an identified mark URL and radiates the twosome: 
htarget,list(source)I (Nagwani, 2015). 
 
 
Input Map Intermediate files Reduce Output files phase (on 
local disks) phase file 
 
Phrase-Trajectory for every Host: It condenses the most 
imperative expressions that take place in a manuscript or 
several official papers as a set of hword,frequencyi duos. 
The map function releases a hhostname,term vectori 
twosome for every contribution. On the other hand, the 
reduce function is handed all for every file term courses for 
a particular host. In essence, it appends these vectors in 
question simultaneously, discarding sporadic terms, and then 
releases an ultimate hhostname,term vectori couple 
(McKenna, et al 2010). 
 
Reversed Directory: The map function deconstructs every 
file, and produces a series of hword,document IDi 
twosomes. Contrariwise, the reduce function shoulders 
every duos for a particular expression, groups the matching 
file identifications and releases a hword,list(document ID)i 
duo. The list of every productivity join ups creates a definite 
reversed directory. It is simple to enlarge this calculation to 
maintain a record of term stances (Boja, Pocovnicu & 
Batagan, 2012). 
 
Disseminated Kind: The map function removes the basic 
from every document, and releases a hkey,recordi twosome. 
The reduce function releases all couples untouched. Ideally, 
this totaling relies on the dividing amenities and the 
arrangement properties (Trifu & Ivan,2016). 
 
Enactment of MapReduce 
Most applications of the MapReduce edge are conceivable. 
Nonetheless, the most appropriate alternative relies on the 
milieu. For instance, a given execution could be appropriate 
for a miniature collective-recall appliance, a different one 
for a huge NUMA multi-CPU, and yet an additional one for 
an even greater assemblage of interacted apparatuses 
(Lamari & Said, 2017). This unit illustrates an operation 
directed to the processing setting in an inclusive utilization 
at Google: huge bunches of product computers linked with 
swapped Ethernet [4]. Thus in our surroundings: 
 
Apparatuses are characteristically dual-processorx86 
mainframes controlling Linux, with 2-4 gigabits of recall for 
every device. 
 
a) Product interacting hardware is utilized– usually 
either 100 megabits for each second or 1 gigabit 
per second at the appliance echelon, but being more 
or less significantly lower in general division group 
width (Mohamed & Marchand-maillet, 2014) 
 
b) A band encompasses a sizeable amount of 
apparatuses, and hence apparatus letdowns are 
customary. 
 
c) Stowage is offered through low-priced IDE 
recordings connected directly to distinct 
apparatuses. A disseminated document structure [8] 
established internally is utilized to handle the 
information kept on these CDs. The folder structure 
applies duplication to offer both obtainability and 
dependability above variable hardware. 
 
d) Operators surrender tasks to a programming 
structure. Every assignment contains a group of 
chores, and is drawn by the programmer to a list of 
vacant apparatuses in a band. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Map Reduce Functionality is adopted and implemented in 
various organizations such as Google, Apache Hadoop, 
Riak. Programmers can easily learn the MapReduce without 
having any prior experience. It eliminates the needs of load 
balancing, fault tolerance, serial and parallelization.  
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